A monotoneity result
We study the algebraic Riccati equation [See the next section for the definition of controllability.] Coppel [4] has given a comprehensive algebraic theory of (l) on which we base our note.
We recall the following results from [4] . For D = W + -W we obtain
which is a Ljapunov matrix equation with B + CW + stable and DCD -R £ 0 . Hence D 2; 0 . This theorem generalizes a result in [7] where monotoneity with respect to A was proved.
An i n e r t i a theorem
We shall need the following lemmas and definitions. The pair (F, G) , For a complex n x n matrix F the inertia, in F , of i? is defined [6] The following inertia result is obtained under additional assumptions on the coefficient matrices of (l).
THEOREM 2. Assume C < 0 , (B, C) controllable, (6)
A > 0 and (7) f.) observable.
Then (a) there exists a solution of ( l ) , and
HaraId K. W i mmer Premultiplying both sides of (8) Because of (7) and (9) One of the problems which lead to (1) with coefficients satisfying (3)> C*)> (6), and (7) is the output regulator problem over an infinite time interval (see ['] theory and the algebraic Riccati equation has been used to establish the following result (see [2] ), for which an algebraic proof is now immediate.
THEOREM 3 ([2]
). Let (l) be given together with (3), (U), (6),, and (7). Then W + is the only positive definite solution of (1).
Proof. Since B + CW + is stable, W + > 0 follows from Theorem 2 (b). Conversely, if V > 0 , then by the same theorem A + CW is stable, which is only possible for W = W .
